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SysTool Lotus Notes to Word Converter is a
reliable program designed to help you extract
data from IBM Notes backup files and save
them as Microsoft Word format to your
computer. The application allows you to
extract selective information from the NSF
file, then convert it to a DOC/DOCX format.
Reliable file scanner and data detector The
NSF files are specific database storage
documents, that you can create with IBM
Notes. In other words, it can be a backup file
for data saved within the email client.
However, in case you need to access the
aforementioned data, IBM Notes must
already be installed on your computer.
Transferring the information to a more
accessible file format allows you to view it
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much more easily. Thus, the software
prompts you to load the desired NSF file,
which it can then scan and display the
detected information. The email client
database file can contain data regarding
received messages, drafts, sent emails, follow
up items, junk mail, deleted messages or
folders. After the scan the software can
display the contents of the NSF file in a tree
structure, for you to inspect and analyze.
Data preview and quick conversion When the
file scanning is finished, you may switch over
to the ‘Emails Preview’ tab and expand every
node in the tree structure of the email
database. The software can indicate how
many items are stored in each category, then
display them in the area on the right. You
may select every item in particular, that you
wish to extract from the database. Next, all
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you need to do is click on the Start
Conversion button and watch as the process
progresses. Accessible data backup Saving
data into an accessible file type can come in
handy in cases when you need a quick data
recovery, or if you need to view it and you do
not have the proper software. SysTool Lotus
Notes to Word Converter allows you to create
a email backup, by extracting data from NSF
database files and saving them into Word
format. Convert Lotus Notes to PDF with
Ease PDF Converter is a powerful tool that
converts Lotus Notes files to PDF format,
letting you access all of the emails' content,
including attachments, to multiple devices,
from any machine with a PDF viewer. The
conversion process is quick and easy to use,
intuitive and user-friendly. All it takes is a
few clicks and you have your converted file
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in no time. It can convert Lotus Notes files to
PDF format in a few simple steps that do not
require any technical expertise
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data from IBM Notes backup files and save
them as Microsoft Word format to your
computer. The application allows you to
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up items, junk mail, deleted messages or
folders. After the scan the software can
display the contents of the NSF file in a tree
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display them in the area on the right. You
may select every item in particular, that you
wish to extract from the database. Next, all
you need to do is click on the Start
Conversion button and watch as the process
progresses. Accessible data backup Saving
data into an accessible file type can come in
handy in cases when you need a quick data
recovery, or if you need to view it and you do
not have the proper software. SysTool Lotus
Notes to Word Converter allows you to create
a email backup, by extracting data from NSF
database files and saving them into Word
format. SysTool Lotus Notes to Word
Converter Features: Lets you convert Lotus
Notes to Word, Convert Lotus Notes email
into Word document, Extract data in Lotus
Notes, Batch convert Lotus Notes to Word,
Extract to Word (Convert) from Notes
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software, Delete selected Lotus Notes emails,
Extract to Word (Convert) from NSF files,
Able to edit, delete a69d392a70
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Lotus Notes is an advanced email software
from IBM that has user-friendly features.
This tool works with IBM Notes, and can be
used to save email backup files. The utility
provides the option to convert Lotus Notes
NSF database files to Word document
format. The tool can work with different
Outlook and IBM Notes versions. Lotus
Notes to Word Converter works with all
versions of Lotus Notes from 5.0 to 8.5. The
utility also supports Windows platform,
which means that you can create Word
document backup files from the recent
versions of Lotus Notes 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and
8.5. It’s a standalone program that can export
data to the Windows platform, not requiring
the Microsoft Office suite. This conversion
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utility requires a license for Lotus Notes,
which can be purchased separately. If you
have a valid license, you will be able to create
Word backup files, which you can then use to
restore your notes. • Notes/Domino is an
application that works with Lotus Notes and
can be used for data backup, recovery and
export. • The utility allows you to convert
Lotus Notes NSF files to Word DOCX
format. • This conversion tool supports
different versions of the email client, so you
can generate Word backup files for all levels
of installation. Convert Lotus Notes Backup
Files If you are using Lotus Notes and you
want to convert Lotus Notes database files to
Word, this utility can do it without any
problems. The Lotus Notes Backup File
Converter can import and export Lotus Notes
email backup files in Microsoft Word
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format. The utility supports different versions
of Lotus Notes and also provides all the
features you may require when exporting data
from the email system. • The utility provides
the option to export Lotus Notes NSF files
into Word format. • It allows you to create
Word document backup files that you can use
to restore a database, in case you change your
mind. This comprehensive tool can easily
convert Lotus Notes NSF files to Word
documents, which you can use as a backup
backup for your email client. The Lotus
Notes to Word Converter allows you to use
the tool in two ways: exporting and
importing. The utility supports the conversion
of NSF files from any version of Lotus
Notes, from 5.0 to 8.5. For each level of
installation, the utility supports different
versions of the application, the lowest being
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5.0. The application also supports different
Outlook versions, as it can convert NSF files
from
What's New in the SysTool Lotus Notes To Word Converter?

Filesize: 12.05 MB Download link: SysTool
Lotus Notes to Word Converter is a reliable
program designed to help you extract data
from IBM Notes backup files and save them
as Microsoft Word format to your computer.
The application allows you to extract
selective information from the NSF file, then
convert it to a DOC/DOCX format. Reliable
file scanner and data detector The NSF files
are specific database storage documents, that
you can create with IBM Notes. In other
words, it can be a backup file for data saved
within the email client. However, in case you
need to access the aforementioned data, IBM
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Notes must already be installed on your
computer. Transferring the information to a
more accessible file format allows you to
view it much more easily. Thus, the software
prompts you to load the desired NSF file,
which it can then scan and display the
detected information. The email client
database file can contain data regarding
received messages, drafts, sent emails, follow
up items, junk mail, deleted messages or
folders. After the scan the software can
display the contents of the NSF file in a tree
structure, for you to inspect and analyze.
Data preview and quick conversion When the
file scanning is finished, you may switch over
to the ‘Emails Preview’ tab and expand every
node in the tree structure of the email
database. The software can indicate how
many items are stored in each category, then
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display them in the area on the right. You
may select every item in particular, that you
wish to extract from the database. Next, all
you need to do is click on the Start
Conversion button and watch as the process
progresses. Accessible data backup Saving
data into an accessible file type can come in
handy in cases when you need a quick data
recovery, or if you need to view it and you do
not have the proper software. SysTool Lotus
Notes to Word Converter allows you to create
a email backup, by extracting data from NSF
database files and saving them into Word
format. SysTool Lotus Notes to Word
Converter Description: Filesize: 12.05 MB
Download link: SysTool Lotus Notes to Word
Converter is
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Vista, XP, 2003,
2000 or Mac OSX 10.4 or later Processor:
Intel 1.6 Ghz Memory: 512 MB Graphics:
256 MB How to Play: Snake Five, as the
name suggests, is a remake of Snake Five - a
game that first appeared on the Game Boy in
1989. You'll take on the role of a snake, as
you try to eat your way through the maze and
eliminate the other snake by doing that.
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